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Abstract 

We present an exertion interface called the Interactive Slide (Soler, Ferrer, Parés, 2009), a large inflatable slide augmented with 
virtual reality technology that offers the possibility to children to move freely in a large and diverse spatial area. Diversity of 
motor skills actions that children do while playing were analyzed with observational methodology and sequential analysis 
through temporal pattern detection (T-patterns) to obtain behavior motor responses. The results reveal that the strategic virtual 
games of this Interactive Slide stimulate a large number of motor skills and a rich variability of them. Thus, in a pedagogical 
sense, it optimizes body movement in children while exergaming. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
 

One of the handicaps of video games is that they do not offer an interactive compromise with the body 
movement of the player. It is true that a new tendency of these games (such as the Nintendo Wii) offers the user the 
need to move, but it does so in a defective way and with relatively low impact on physical activity (Bailey, McInnis, 
2010). We have designed and developed an exertion interface called the Interactive Slide (Soler, Ferrer, Parés, 
2009), a large inflatable slide that is augmented with virtual reality technology by projecting the virtual worlds on 
the sliding surface (4x3 meters) and by detecting user activity on the slide with a computer vision system (Figure 1). 
The main goal of the interactive slide is to compensate for the huge lack of physical activity detected in children 
nowadays in developed countries and that is especially worrying in Europe due to its steep rise. According to the 
World Health Organization one of the principal reasons for these sedentary behaviors in contemporary children is 
the intensive use of video games, the Internet, chats, social networks and the rest of home-based digital media 
(Cavill, et al, 2006)(Mathieson, Koller, 2006). To make the Interactive Slide a true public health tool as well as an 
educational tool that makes children aware of new forms of physical activity, we need to fully understand its 
potential with respect to the type of activity that may be done on it. This platform offers the possibility to 
participants to move freely in a large and diverse spatial area. In order to answer which kind of movements are 
possible, we identify the variety of singularized responses produced with respect to the specific motor skills of 
locomotion, stability and manipulation (Gallahue & Cleland-Donnelly, 2003) and the specific ones (Castañer y 
Camerino, 2006), in a situation of free motor activity of exergaming in a large and singularized space. 
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Figure 1. The Interactive Slide and the areas into which it has been divided for observation coding. 
 
 
2. Objectives  

The study sought to analyze the quantitative and qualitative motor skills responses that a whole-body interactive 
game generates in children’s behaviors. The aim is to obtain frequencies and T-patterns from motor skills behaviors 
observed on children while interacting on the Interactive Slide. Thus, we observed the generic and specific motor 
skills. This will provide insight for the interaction design of the games and experiences that children will play on the 
slide. A good interaction design will not only generate more exciting experiences for the children but will also foster 
specific physical activity depending on the needs of each group of children. Therefore, this will provide better 
strategies for healthy activity and will teach the children how to do this physical activity. 
 
 
3. Methods 

Observational methodology and sequential analysis through temporal pattern detection (T-patterns) was used to 
obtain motor responses of children while playing with the games developed for the platform. 
 
3.1. Participants 

 
The analyzed videos belonged to sessions with fourteen children between 6 and 14 years old playing in groups of 

4 during 5 minutes a game called “Robot Factory” (Figure 2). 
 
3.2. Instruments 
 
3.2.1. The Interactive Slide 

 
The slide has four main spatial zones. The virtual images are projected only in one of these areas: the sliding 

surface (Figure 1). In this area, as the children slide or climb, it is impossible to keep the body still. Therefore, 
children’s motor skills are diverse but always in a downward or upward motion due to the force of gravity. 
 
3.2.2. The observational System 

 
The observation instrument used was the Observational System of Motor Skills, OSMOS (Castaner et al., 2009), 

that enables the exhaustive and mutually exclusive observation of the chain of motor actions that are produced 
during human movement. The instrument described here (Table 1) has a hierarchical structure (criteria and codes) 
that is easy to use and readily adaptable to various disciplines and natural study contexts. This instrument provides a 
clear analysis of motor skills responses on basic human movement and their motor skills. 
 
Table 1. OSMOS: Observational System of Motor Skills (Castañer et al., 2009) adapted to observe the Interactive Slide. 
 
CRITERIA  CATEGORIES 
Topology AP: lateral areas of the upper platform of the slide 

AC: central area of the upper platform of the slide 
BP: lateral areas of the ramp of the slide 

CP: lateral areas of the lower platform of the slide 
CC: central area of the lower platform of the slide 
DE: stairs area 
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BC: central area of the ramp of the slide DT: wall that separates the stairs from the ramp 
Stability 
 

Support stability (Es): motor skills that enable body equilibrium to be maintained over one or several body support points, 
without producing locomotion (e.g. balancing actions) 
Elevation stability (Ed): motor skills that enable the body to be projected by elevating it in space, without producing 
locomotion (e.g. jumps) 
Axial stability (Ea): motor skills that enable body axes and planes to be varied from a fixed point, without producing 
locomotion (e.g. turns) 
Stability Combination (CE) between Es, Ed and Ea 

Locomotion 
 

Propulsion-stop locomotion (Lp): motor skills that occur at the start and finish of a body movement through space 
Sequential re-equilibrium locomotion (Ls): motor skills that enable to move through a space via the priority sequence of 
actions of the segments of the lower limbs (bipedal locomotion) or upper limbs (in inversion) 
Simultaneous coordinated locomotion (Lc): motor skills that enable to move through a space via the combined action of all 
body segments (e.g. quadrupedal locomotion). 
Locomotion Combination (CL) between Lp, Ls and Lc. 

Manipulation 
 

Impact manipulation (Mi): motor skills in which certain body zones briefly come into contact with objects or other people 
Conduction manipulation (Mc): motor skills in which certain segments handle objects or other people (for a given period of 
time) 
Manipulation Combination (CM) between Mi and Mc 

Space 
 

Change of spatial level (NU): change between the different spatial levels from a lower level to a higher level 
Change of spatial level (ND): change between the different spatial levels from a higher level to a lower level 

Time Pause (P) 
Interaction 
 

Dyad Interaction (Id) 
Group Interaction (Ig) 

 
3.3. Procedure 

 
The recording instrument used to code OSMOS was the THEME Coder software (Pattern Vision, 2001), an 

interactive video coding software that allows effective recording of the time of occurrence of behavior events, i.e. 
their start and end. This enables observers to indicate the motor skill category that refers to the type of variations in 
the motor actions performed by the participants and what kind of variation is produced in each situation. Three 
different observers analyzed all the recordings from the observation sessions. In order to control the quality of data 
the kappa coefficient was obtained (.82 for all sessions). This coefficient provides a satisfactory guarantee of data 
quality. A subsequent analysis to detect temporal patterns (T-patterns) by means of Theme v.5 s (Magnusson, 2005) 
enabled us to obtain sequential analyses of motor responses that outline a new approach to the analysis of time-
based event records. 
 
4. Results 

We have obtained several T-patterns that show that continuous sequential actions exist in the four areas of the 
Interactive Slide: some to prepare strategies of play; other to interact physically by means of diverse motor skills 
with the virtual images; and other to transition to a different area in order to plan new strategies and actions. Figure 
2 shows the whole pattern obtained for the children playing the “Robot Factory” game. The pattern tree graphs must 
be read and interpreted in the following way. The upper left box of figure 2 shows the events occurring within the 
pattern, listed in the order in which they occur within the pattern. The first event in the pattern appears at the top and 
the last at the bottom. The upper right box shows the frequency of events within the pattern, each dot means that an 
event has been coded. The pattern diagram (the lines connecting the dots) shows the connection between events. The 
number of pattern diagrams illustrates how often the pattern occurs. Sub-patterns also may occur when some of the 
events within the pattern occur without the whole of the pattern occurring. The lower right box illustrates the real-
time of the pattern. The lines show the connections between events, when they take place and how much time passes 
between each event. 
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Figure 2. T-pattern of the motor skills behaviors that children performed while playing the “Robot Factory” game. 

 
5. Interpretation 

The analysis of the T-pattern for the “Robot Factory” game (Figure 2) shows a dendrogram with 8 configurations 
of actions and 7 connection levels or branches (Figure 2, upper left). The top right graph shows the high frequency 
of occurrence of each configuration as well as their sequential combinations. Hence, it is clear that the complete 
pattern occurs 4 times starting approximately halfway through the game (approximately from frame 75,000 
onwards). Its duration can be seen on the lower right graph. 

 
The interpretation of all the sequential configurations for the “Robot Factory” game is as follows: 

(01) stability actions (es) with a conduction manipulation action (mc) in the lateral areas of the upper 
platform (ap). It is associated to:  
(02) sequential locomotion actions (ls) in both lateral areas of the lower platform (cp). 
(03) pauses are performed (pa) in the lateral areas of the upper platform (ap). It is associated to: 
(04) sequential locomotion actions (ls) in the lateral areas of the upper platform (ap). 
 (05) ascend (ns) in sequential locomotion (ls) up the stairs (de). This is related to:  
(06) stability actions (es) with a conduction manipulation action (mc) in the lateral areas of the upper 
platform (ap). 
(07) again pauses are performed (pa) in the lateral areas of the upper platform (ap). It is associated to: 
(08) sequential locomotion actions (ls) in the central area of the lower platform (cp).  

 
6. Conclusions  

The relevant temporal patterns obtained show that these exergames on the Interactive Slide clearly foster 
physical activity in participating children as a reaction to the virtual activity that the games on the platform propose. 
There certainly appear continuous motor skills, several of them being very repetitive due to the logic of the games. 
However, the diversity of stimuli and spatial structures allows children to use a diverse range of locomotion, 
stability and manipulative of motor skills (Gallahue and Cleland-Donnelly, 2003; Castañer and Camerino, 2006). 
The results reveal that the Interactive Slide stimulates a great number of motor skills and a rich variability of them. 
In a pedagogical sense, to optimize body movement in children while playing strategic virtual games in these 
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experiences is very important.  The study has sought to offer a way of thinking on an educational potential, beyond 
sedentary behaviors, when designing exertion interfaces for children.  
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